The Breed Von Glarus and Von Marcus Timepieces
(BRD4701 - BRD4704 / BRD6701 - BRD6704 series watches)

Setting Instructions:
1) Relocate the crown protector (BRD4701 - BRD4704 models).
2) Unscrew the crown by rotating it counterclockwise until it is free from the case threads.
3) Pull the crown out two clicks to its outermost position.
4) Rotate the crown clockwise until the date indicator advances one position.
5) Set the current time as follows:
- for AM hours advance the hands directly to the current time,
- for PM hours advance the hour hand one full rotation (12 hours) once, prior to setting the time.
6) Push the crown in one click to its middle position.
7) Set the current date by rotating the crown clockwise until the correct value is displayed.
8) Push the crown in to its innermost rest position to commence timekeeping.
9) Secure the crown to the case by pressing in on the crown then carefully starting the threads by rotating the
crown clockwise. Screw the crown down until it is fully seated – finger tighten only.
Note: Setting the time to AM / PM accordingly ensures that the date indicator changes at midnight rather than
noon. If the date indicator is changing in the afternoon advance the hour hand one full rotation (12 hours), then
reset the date indicator as necessary.

Timer Buttons:
The tachymeter buttons feature threaded collars that lock the buttons in place to prevent incidental activation and
to provide additional resistance to water penetration. To use the buttons they must be unlocked first.

To unlock: unscrew the collar by rotating it counterclockwise until it is flush with the underside of the button.
To lock: screw the collar down by rotating it clockwise until it is secured to the case – finger tighten only.

Timer Functions:
Start / Stop / Reset
1) Press Button A to start the timer, press again to stop.
2) Press Button B to reset the timer / hands.
Lap Tracking
1) Press Button A to start the timer.
2) Press Button B to pause the hands of the timers (timer will continue running even though hands stop).
3) Press Button B to resume (timer hands will advance to current time).
4) To stop the timer press Button A, press again to resume.
5) To reset the timer press Button A to stop, then press Button B to reset.
Timer Hand Adjustment
1) Pull the crown out to its outermost position.
2) Press and hold Buttons A and B simultaneously until the timer second hand begins to move, then release.
3) Press Button A to adjust the timer second hand, press Button B once finished.
4) Press Button A to adjust the timer hour hand, press Button B once finished.
5) Press Button A to adjust the timer minute hand. If further adjustment is necessary, pressing Button B will engage
the timer second hand again, and the adjustment procedure may be repeated beginning at step 3.
6) Once adjustment is completed, set the time / date as necessary then push the crown back in to its rest position
to commence timekeeping.
Note: pressing Button A once will advance the engaged timer hand by one increment, pressing and holding will
advance the engaged timer hand at an accelerated rate.

Water Resistance Guidelines:
20 ATM – Approved for moderate duration swimming / diving.
Note: the crown and buttons must be properly secured to the case to achieve the rated water resistance.
Additionally, manipulation of the crown or buttons while the watch is in contact with water will negate the rated
water resistance as water penetration may occur.
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